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MULTIPLICITIES IN SELMER GROUPS AND ROOT NUMBERS FOR ARTIN
TWISTS
SOMNATH JHA, TATHAGATA MANDAL AND SUDHANSHU SHEKHAR
Abstract. Let K/F be a finite Galois extension of number fields and σ be an absolutely irreducible,
self dual representation of Gal(K/F ). Let p be an odd prime and consider two elliptic curves E1, E2
with good, ordinary reduction at primes above p and equivalent mod-p Galois representations. In
this article, we study the variation of the parity of the multiplicities of σ in the representation space
associated to the p∞-Selmer group of Ei over K. We also compare the root numbers for the twist of
Ei/F by σ and show that the p-parity conjecture holds for the twist of E1/F by σ if and only if it holds
for the twist of E2/F by σ. Finally, we express Mazur-Rubin-Nekovár’s arithmetic local constants in
terms of certain local Iwasawa invariants.
Introduction
In this article, we study the variation of p-parity conjecture for Artin twists of two elliptic curves over
certain number field, that have equivalent mod-p Galois representations.
Let E be an elliptic curve over a number field K. Let W (E/K) ∈ {±1} be the (global) root number
(§3) given by the sign of the expected functional equation of the complex L-function L(E/K, s). Given
a rational prime p and a number field K, recall the definition of p∞-Selmer group of E over K:
0 −→ Sp(E/K) −→ H
1(K,E[p∞])−→
∏
all prime u in K
H1(Ku, E), (1)
with E[p∞] := ∪
n
E[pn](Q). The Pontryagin dual Sp(E/K)
∨ := Homcont(Sp(E/K),Qp/Zp) is a finitely
generated Zp module and we define sp := rankZp Sp(E/K)
∨ = dimQp Sp(E/K)
∨ ⊗Zp Qp. Then the
p-parity conjecture states that W (E/K) = (−1)sp .
The p-parity conjecture is known for elliptic curves defined over many number fields, due to works
of many authors including Dokchitser-Dokchitser, Monsky, Mazur-Rubin, Nekovár etc. (cf. [DD09]).
However for an arbitrary number field F , p-parity conjecture is not established yet. Now, let K/F be
a finite Galois extension of number fields. Then the complex L-function L(E/K, s) can be expressed as
a product of L(E/F, σ, s), where σ varies over the irreducible Artin representations of Gal(K/F ), each
with multiplicity deg(σ). A variant of the BSD conjecture, relates for every such σ, the multiplicity of
σ in E(K) ⊗Z C with ords=1 L(E/F, σ, s) (see [Gre10, §4]). Thus one naturally considers the p-parity
conjecture for the twists of E/F by σ; relating the multiplicity of the Artin representations in the twisted
p∞-Selmer groups to the root number of the twisted L-functions. We need a couple of definitions to
state it precisely.
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Fixing an embedding of Q into Qp, an Artin representation σ of ∆ := Gal(K/F ) can be viewed as
σ : ∆ → GLn(Q) →֒ GLn(Qp). For an irreducible representation σ : ∆ → GLn(Qp), define sp(E, σ)
to be the multiplicity of σ in the Qp representation space Homcont(Sp(E/K),Qp/Zp) ⊗Zp Qp. On
the other hand, for any self-dual irreducible (Artin) representation σ of ∆ = Gal(K/F ), the (global)
root number W (E/F, σ) ∈ {±1} is the sign of the expected functional equation of L(E/F, σ, s) i.e.
W (E/F, σ) = (−1)ords=1L(E/F,σ,s) (possibly conjectural). However, in the above setting, there is a
precise definition of W (E/F, σ) due to Deligne [Del73], which does not depend on any conjecture.
The twisted p-parity conjecture states that for any elliptic curve E defined over F and any self-dual,
irreducible representation σ of ∆,
W (E/F, σ) = (−1)sp(E/F,σ). (2)
We refer to [DD09, Theorem 1.3], where this twisted p-parity conjecture is proved for certain number
fields K, under some hypotheses on E.
The following is the main theorem (Theorem 3.5) of this paper; it studies the variation of p-parity
conjecture of an Artin twist of two congruent elliptic curves by comparing the ratio of the root numbers
of the twists with the ratio of the multiplicities of the twists in the Selmer groups.
Theorem 0.1 (Theorem 3.5). Let p be an odd prime and k be a number field such that all primes v | p
of k are ramified in k(µp)/k. Let E1, E2 be two elliptic curves over k with good, ordinary reduction at
all the primes v | p. We assume E1[p] ∼= E2[p] as Gk-modules. Consider number fields k ⊂ F ⊂ K with
K∩Fcyc = F . Let σ : ∆ = Gal(K/F )→ GLn(Qp) be an irreducible, self-dual, orthogonal representation.
Further assume that
(i) E1[p](K) = 0.
(ii) Sp(E1/Kcyc)[p] is finite.
Then
W (E1/F, σ)
W (E2/F, σ)
= (−1)sp(E1/F,σ)−sp(E2/F,σ). (3)
In particular, if the p-parity conjecture stated in (2) holds for the twist of E1/F by σ if and only if it
holds for the twist of E2/F by σ. 
Using Theorem 3.5, we give new examples of E,F and σ (see Examples 3.8 & 3.9) such that p-parity
conjecture in (2) holds for twist of E by σ over F . Also, in Theorem 3.5 it is assumed that σ is orthogonal
but we point out in Remark 3.7 that, when σ is symplectic, the results are known to hold trivially.
To prove Theorem 3.5, we study the parity of sp(E1/F, σ)− sp(E2/F, σ) and W (E1/F,σ)W (E2/F,σ) separately.
It is well known (Prop. 1.2) that sp(Ei/F, σ) and the multiplicity of σ, λEi(σ) in Sp(Ei[p
∞]⊗ σ/Fcyc)∨
have the same parity. Keeping this in mind, we apply Iwasawa theoretic methods to compare the parity
of λE1(σ) with λE2(σ) for the congruent elliptic curves. From this, it reduces to the comparison of the
parity of local Iwasawa invariants δEi,v(σ), for v ∈ Σ0; a finite set of primes of F , away from p. But
this Iwasawa theoretic set up works, only when assume some conditions, which are stated in Hypothesis
(H) in §1. On the other hand, the global root number is given by product of all the local root numbers.
Using this, we compare the local root numbers W (Ei/Fv, σv) at each prime v and then go on to show
that the ratio of the global root numbers of the Artin twists are also given by the parity of precisely the
same local Iwasawa invariants, away from p; thereby proving Theorem 3.5.
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In fact, the comparison of the parity sp(E1/F, σ) with sp(E2/F, σ) is established in Theorem 2.18
and the root numbers of the Artin twists were compared in Theorem 3.4. We now state Theorem 2.18,
which we think is also independently interesting. Let Σ be a finite set of primes of F containing the
primes above p, the infinite primes, the primes of bad reduction of E1 and E2 and primes which ramify
in K/F and Σ0 is certain subset of Σ away from p, defined in (25). We denote by Si, Ni,W,X, Y3, Z3
certain subsets of Σ0, defined in 2.17.
Theorem 0.2 (Theorem 2.18). Let p be an odd prime and k be a number field such that all primes of
k lying above p are ramified in k(µp)/k. Let E1, E2 be two elliptic curves over k with E1[p] ∼= E2[p]
as Gk-modules. Let σ be an absolutely irreducible self-dual orthogonal representation of ∆. Assume the
hypothesis (H). Then
sp(E1, σ) +
∑
v∈S1
〈σv, 1v〉+
∑
v∈N1
〈σv,κv〉+
∑
v∈W
(
〈σv, ϑv〉+ 〈σv, ωvϑv〉
)
+
∑
v∈Z3
(
〈σv, ωvϑv〉+ 〈σv, ϑvθ3,v〉
)
≡ sp(E2, σ) +
∑
v∈S2
〈σv, 1v〉+
∑
v∈N2
〈σv,κv〉+
∑
v∈X
〈σv, ϑv〉+
∑
v∈Y3
(
〈σv, 1v〉+ 〈σv,κv〉+ 〈σv, θ3,v〉
)
(mod 2).
(Here 〈β, α〉 denotes the multiplicity of α in β, see §1 for the definitions of the representations involved.)

We would like to mention that our proof is more involved when the prime p = 3. In addition, we
also need delicate arguments to compare the local Iwasawa invariants δEi,v(σ) and local root number of
Artin twists at primes v of additive reductions, away from p. Moreover, the study of δE1,v(σ)− δE2,v(σ)
andW (E1/Fv, σv)/W (E2/Fv, σv) at primes v ∤ p of F such that v | 2 or v | 3 needs careful consideration.
We have covered all such possibilities without any exception.
Mazur-Rubin have developed arithmetic theory of local constants which has been used extensively
in Nekovár’s study of the p-parity conjecture. Nekovár’s setting applies when we make an additional
hypothesis that the Galois isomorphism between E1[p] and E2[p] is symplectic. In this symplectic
isomorphism setting, Nekovár [Ne15] expresses the ratio of the local root numbers of two congruent
mod-p curves, at a prime v ∤ p, in terms of arithmetic local constant at that prime. Moreover, using
Mazur-Rubin’s results, it is possible to express the selmer corank in terms of arithmetic local constants
at various primes, including primes dividing p (see (40)). This naturally suggest that the parity of our
local Iwasawa invariants δEi,v(σ), v ∤ p are related to this arithmetic local constant. We establish this
relation by directly comparing the difference of the local Iwasawa invariants at a prime away from p
with the arithmetic local constant at that prime (Proposition 4.3). We can think this phenomenon as
an Iwasawa theoretic interpretation of the arithmetic local constants.
However, as mentioned in Remark 4.1, the situation at v = p is more complicated (see [Ne15] and
his subsequent works) and even in the symplectic isomorphism setting, we believe Theorem 3.5 does not
follow only from the theory of arithmetic local constants.
Our results are a generalization of results obtained in [She16] and [AAS17]. In particular, when σ
is the trivial representation, [AAS17, Theorem 5.5] follows from our Theorem 3.5 and [She16, Theorem
1.1] follows from our Theorem 2.18.
The summary and structure of this article is as follows: The basic algebraic set up is discussed in
section 1 and we collect all the relevant known results related to sp(E/F, σ) in this section, many of
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which are due to Greenberg. In subsection 2.1, we consider imprimitive Selmer groups and prove that
the multiplicity of σ in the imprimitive Σ0 Selmer group, with our suitably chosen Σ0, coincides for
the congruent mod-p elliptic curves. Note that, here we make an improvement on methods of [GV00],
by choosing a Σ0 which is smaller than the corresponding set of [GV00]. This reduces the study of
sp(E1/F, σ)− sp(E2/F, σ) (mod 2) to the study of local invariants at δE1,v(σ)−δE2,v(σ) for each v ∈ Σ0,
which we do in subsection 2.2. Combining these results, we prove Theorem 2.18 in subsection 2.3, which
completes the comparison of sp(Ei/F, σ). Subsection 3.1 contains basic known results on root numbers,
many of them are due to Rohrlich. We compare the root numbers W (E1/F,σ)W (E2/F,σ) in subsection 3.2 and
express it in terms of local Iwasawa invariants δEi,v(σ), where v ∈ Σ0. Using this, we prove our main
result, Theorem 3.5 in subsection 3.3. Then we give a couple of new numerical examples, where the
p-parity conjecture holds for an Artin twist of an elliptic curve over certain number field. Finally, in
section 4, we directly compare local Iwasawa invariant at a prime away from p with Mazur-Rubin and
Nekovár’s arithmetic local constants and show our methods are consistent with the theory of arithmetic
local constant.
Notation: For a discrete, p-primaryZp[[Γ]]moduleM , we denote the Pontryagin dualM
∨ := Homcont(M,Qp/Zp).
For a number field or an ℓ-adic field L, Lcyc will be the cyclotomic Zp-extension of L with Γ :=
Gal(Lcyc/L) ∼= Zp. The Iwasawa algebra of Γ is denoted by Λ := Zp[[Γ]]. For any separable field
L, GL will denote the Galois group Gal(L/L).
1. The algebraic set up
Let p be an odd prime and µp denotes the group of p-th roots of unity. Let k be a number field such
that all primes of k lying above p are ramified in k(µp)/k. Now F be any number field containing k.
Consider a finite Galois extensionK/F such thatK∩Fcyc = F , where Fcyc is the cyclotomic Zp-extension
of F . We set ∆ := Gal(K/F ).
Let E be an elliptic curve over k with good, ordinary reduction at all primes of k lying above p.
Let NFE and N
F
E respectively denote the conductor of E and the prime-to-p part of the conductor of
the GF module E[p]. Here conductor of E[p] is defined following Serre and can be found in [Li89, §1,
Page 135]. Recall, TpE denote the Tate module of E and ρE : Gk → Aut(TpE) ∼= GL2(Zp) be the
Galois representation associated to E. Let Σ be a finite set of places of F containing the primes of bad
reduction of E, the primes above p, the infinite primes and primes that ramify in K/F . We write FΣ
for the maximal algebraic extension of F unramified outside Σ.
Given an irreducible Artin representation σ : ∆ −→ GLn(Qp), we can view σ as an absolutely
irreducible representation σ : ∆ −→ GLn(F), where F is some finite extension of Qp with ring of integer
O, residue field f and uniformizer π. Let Lσ be a ∆-invariantO-lattice in the underlying F representation
space Wσ for σ and set dim(σ) = dimF Wσ. We will denote the GF module E[p
∞]⊗Zp Lσ by E[p∞]⊗σ.
Reducing modulo π, we obtain a representation σ˜ over f and let Uσ˜ denotes the f-representation space
for σ˜. The GF module E[p]⊗Fp Uσ˜ is denoted by E[p]⊗ σ˜. We have (E[p∞]⊗ σ)[π] ∼= E[p]⊗ σ˜.
Let v, u, w, η respectively denote primes in F,K, Fcyc,Kcyc such that η | w | u | v. Let E˜v denote the
reduction of E at a prime v | p of F . As E is good, ordinary at all primes v above p, E˜v[p∞] :=
⋃
n E˜v[p
n]
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is an unramified GFv -module for every v | p. Set
Hv(Fcyc, E[p
∞]⊗ σ) :=

∏
w|v H
1(Fcyc,w, E[p
∞]⊗ σ) if v ∤ p∏
w|v H
1(Fcyc,w, E˜v[p
∞]⊗ σ) if v | p.
(4)
Hv(Fcyc, E[p]⊗ σ˜) :=

∏
w|v H
1(Fcyc,w, E[p]⊗ σ˜) if v ∤ p∏
w|v H
1(Fcyc,w, E˜v[p]⊗ σ˜) if v | p.
(5)
and
Hu(Kcyc, E) :=

∏
η|uH
1(Kcyc,η, E[p
∞]) if u | v, u ∤ p, v ∈ Σ.∏
η|uH
1(Kcyc,η, E˜v[p
∞]) if u | p.
(6)
For any subset Σ′ ⊂ Σ \ {v prime in F : v | p∞}, we define various imprimitive Σ′-Selmer groups as
follows:
0 −→ SΣ
′
p (E[p
∞]⊗ σ/Fcyc) −→ H
1(FΣ/Fcyc, E[p
∞]⊗ σ)
φ
−→
∏
v∈Σ\Σ′
Hv(Fcyc, E[p
∞]⊗ σ). (7)
0 −→ SΣ
′
p (E[p]⊗ σ˜/Fcyc) −→ H
1(FΣ/Fcyc, E[p]⊗ σ˜) −→
∏
v∈Σ\Σ′
Hv(Fcyc, E[p]⊗ σ˜). (8)
0 −→ SΣ
′
p (E/Kcyc) −→ H
1(FΣ/Kcyc, , E[p
∞]) −→
∏
u|v,v∈Σ\Σ′
Hu(Kcyc, E), (9)
We also recall that by our choice of Σ, we have
0 −→ Sp(E/Kcyc) −→ H
1(FΣ/Kcyc, , E[p
∞]) −→
∏
u|v,v∈Σ
Hu(Kcyc, E). (10)
Now assume that E has good, ordinary reduction at all primes v of F dividing p and also assume
that Sp(E/Kcyc)[p] is finite. Then Sp(E/Kcyc)
∨ is a finitely generated Zp-module. For any irreducible
representation σ of ∆ over F , we define λE(σ) to be the multiplicity of σ in the F representation
space Sp(E/Kcyc)
∨ ⊗Zp F . Similarly λΣ
′
E (σ) is defined corresponding to the imprimitive Selmer group
SΣ
′
p (E/Kcyc)
∨.
Then under the hypotheses E is good, ordinary at primes dividing p with Sp(E/Kcyc)[p] finite, it is
shown [Gre11, Proposition 4.3.1] that
λΣ
′
E (σ) = rankO S
Σ′
p (E[p
∞]⊗ σ/Fcyc)
∨. (11)
Moreover we have the following result of Greenberg:
Lemma 1.1. [Gre11, Proposition 4.3.3] Let E be good, ordinary at primes of F dividing p. Assume that
either E[p](K) = 0 or Σ′ is non-empty. Further assume that Sp(E/Kcyc)[p] finite. Then S
Σ′
p (E[p
∞] ⊗
σ/Fcyc) is π-divisible. In particular, maximal pseudo-null Λ-submodule of S
Σ′
p (E[p
∞]⊗σ/Fcyc)∨ is 0. 
By Lemma 1.1, it follows from (11) that
λΣ
′
E (σ) = rankf
SΣ
′
p (E[p
∞]⊗ σ/Fcyc)
∨
π
. (12)
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Recall, Sp(E/Kcyc)[p] is finite implies that Sp(E/Kcyc) is a cotorsion Λ-module. Then it is well known
that the global to local maps in (10) and (6) are surjective and hence we have (see for example [Gre11,
(1.3.a)])
SΣ
′
p (E/Kcyc)/Sp(E/Kcyc) ∼=
∏
u|v,v∈Σ′
Hu(Kcyc, E). (13)
Let δΣ
′
E (σ) denote the multiplicity of σ in the F representation space
(∏
v∈Σ′ Hv(Kcyc, E)
)∨
⊗Zp
F . For a prime w | v of Fcyc, we also consider the multiplicity of σ in the F representation space(∏
η|w H
1(Kcyc,η, E[p
∞])
)∨
⊗Zp F . This last multiplicity of σ in
(∏
η|w H
1(Kcyc,η, E[p
∞])
)∨
⊗Zp F is
the same for two different w and w′ in Fcyc lying over a prime v in F [Gre11, (5.0.b)]; hence it is denoted
by δE,v(σ). Let sv denote the number of primes of Fcyc lying above v. Then from (13), we obtain:
λΣ
′
E (σ) = λE(σ) + δ
Σ′
E (σ) = λE(σ) +
∑
v∈Σ′
svδE,v(σ). (14)
Recall an absolutely irreducible, self-dual representation σ of∆ over F is said to be orthogonal (respec-
tively symplectic) if the non-degenerate∆-invariant pairing B :Wσ×Wσ → F is symmetric (respectively
skew-symmetric), where Wσ denotes the underlying representation space for σ. The following relation
between λE(σ) and sp(E, σ) was observed by Greenberg.
Proposition 1.2. [Gre10, Proposition 4.1] Let E be an elliptic curve over K. If Sp(E/Kcyc) is Λ-
cotorsion, then for an irreducible orthogonal representation σ of ∆, we have
λE(σ) ≡ sp(E, σ) (mod 2).  (15)
Note that sv in (14) is odd, as p is odd. Then using (15) and (14), we deduce the following corollary:
Corollary 1.3. Let E be good, ordinary at primes of F dividing p. Assume that either E[p] is an
irreducible GK module or that Σ
′ is non-empty. We further assume that Sp(E/Kcyc)[p] finite. Then for
an irreducible orthogonal representation σ of ∆, we get
sp(E, σ) ≡ λ
Σ′
E (σ) +
∑
v∈Σ′
δE,v(σ) (mod 2).  (16)
Definition 1.4. Given a finite group G, we consider two finite dimensional representations α and β
over a field L with α absolutely irreducible. Let Vα and Vβ be the corresponding representation spaces.
Then define 〈β, α〉 = 〈β, α〉G := dimL Hom(Vα, Vβ). In other words, 〈β, α〉 is the largest non-negative
integer m such that Vβ contains a G-invariant subspace isomorphic to V
m
α . Note that if G is a quotient
of G, then 〈β, α〉G = 〈β, α〉G .
Determination of δE,v(σ): As we have noted earlier, given a prime v in F , δEi,v(σ) does not depend
on the choice of w in Fcyc or η in Kcyc. Hence by abuse of notation, when there is no cause of confusion,
we will simply denote Fcyc,w, Kcyc,η and ∆η = Gal(Kcyc,η/Fcyc,w) respectively by Fcyc,v, Kcyc,v and ∆v.
Recall σv := σ |∆v is the restriction of σ to the decomposition subgroup of ∆ at v. Let IrrF(∆v) be the
set of all F irreducible representations of ∆v. By going to a finite extension of F if necessary, we may
assume each χ ∈ IrrF(∆v) is absolutely irreducible. We view ρE,v := ρE |GFcyc,v as the representation
ρE,v : GFcyc,v → Vp(E)⊗Qp F . Then we have the following expression for δE,v(σ) ([Gre11, (5.1.a), §5.2]).
δE,v(σ) =
∑
χ∈IrrF (∆v)
〈σv, χ〉〈ρE,v, χ〉. (17)
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Corollary 1.5. Let E be as in the setting of Corollary 1.3. Then for an irreducible orthogonal repre-
sentation σ of ∆, we get
sp(E, σ) ≡ λ
Σ′
E (σ) +
∑
v∈Σ′
∑
χ∈IrrF (∆v)
〈σv, χ〉〈ρE,v, χ〉 (mod 2).  (18)
Remark 1.6. Assume that we have two elliptic curves E1 and E2 which are congruent mod p and they
fit into the setting of Corollary 1.5. Then to compare the parity of sp(E1, σ) with sp(E2, σ), by the same
corollary, it reduces to compare (i) the Iwasawa invariants λΣ
′
E1
(σ) with λΣ
′
E2
(σ) for a suitably chosen Σ′
and then (ii) compare the parity of 〈σv, χ〉〈ρE1,v, χ〉 with 〈σv, χ〉〈ρE2,v, χ〉 for each v in that particularly
chosen set Σ′, with χ as above. We will do this in the next section.
We now study 〈ρE,v, χ〉, according to the reduction type of E at v. Set ωv := ωp|GFcyc,v , where
ωp : GQ → Z×p is the p-adic cyclotomic character. Then ωv is a power of the Teichmüller character and
the order of ωv | p− 1.
If E has good reduction at v, then the action of GFcyc,v on Vp(E) is unramified and after extending F
if necessary, the representation space Vp(E)⊗Qp F is the direct sum of two one-dimensional subspaces on
which GFcyc,v acts by unramified characters ϕE,v, ψE,v (say) of orders dividing p
2 − 1. By Weil pairing,
ϕE,vψE,v = ωv.
〈ρE,v, χ〉 =

2 if χ = ϕE,v = ψE,v
1 if χ ∈ {ϕE,v, ψE,v} and ϕE,v 6= ψE,v
0 otherwise
(19)
Let E be multiplicative at v and κv is the unique unramified quadratic character of GFcyc,v . By
[DDT94, Prop. 2.12]
ρE,v ∼
(
ωv ∗
0 1
)
, if E splits at v and ρE,v ∼
(
ωv ∗
0 1
)
⊗ κv, if E is non-split at v. (20)
If E is split at v, 〈ρE,v, χ〉 =
1 if χ = ωv0 otherwise. If E is non-split at v, 〈ρE,v, χ〉 =
1 if χ = ωvκv0 otherwise. (21)
If E has additive but potentially multiplicative reduction at v, then E is split multiplicative over a
ramified quadratic extension of Fcyc,v. Also VpE has a unique one dimensional ρE,v invariant subspace
on which ρE,v acts via ωvϑE,v (say), where ϑE,v is a ramified quadratic character of GFcyc,v associated
with the extension Fv(
√−c6)/Fv, where c6 is coming from the Weierstrass equation of E [Sil94, Page
442-444]. Then
ρE,v ∼
(
ωv ∗
0 1
)
⊗ ϑE,v. (22)
In this case, 〈ρE,v, χ〉 =
1 if χ = ωvϑE,v0 otherwise (23)
If E has additive but potentially good reduction at v, then ρE(GFcyc,v ) is finite. Moreover, for p ≥ 5,
p ∤ #ρE(GFcyc,v ). If ρE(GFcyc,v) is abelian, then the GFcyc,v representation Vp(E)⊗F is a direct sum of
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two characters, say εE,v, ε
−1
E,vωv. If ρE(GFcyc,v ) is non-abelian, then ρE,v is absolutely irreducible. Thus
〈ρE,v, χ〉 =

2 if χ = εE,v = ε
−1
E,vωv and ρE(GFcyc,v ) is abelian
1 if χ ∈ {εE,v, ε
−1
E,vωv}, εE,v 6= ε
−1
E,vωv and ρE(GFcyc,v ) is abelian
1 if χ = ρE,v and ρE(GFcyc,v ) is non-abelian
0 otherwise.
(24)
We end this section with a technical lemma to be used later. Set S∗(E[p]⊗ σ˜/Fcyc) := lim←−
n
SΣ
′
p (E[p]⊗
σ˜/Fn) where Fn varies over the cyclotomic tower Fcyc/F . The following lemma follows from the proof
of [LS18, Lemma 5.5]. As mentioned by [LS18], their proof follows essentially the idea of [HV03, Prop
7.1].
Lemma 1.7. There is an injective map S∗(E[p]⊗ σ˜/Fcyc) →֒ HomFp [[Γ]]
(
SΣ
′
p (E[p]⊗ σ˜/Fcyc)
∨,Fp[[Γ]]
)
. 
2. Comparison of the parity of sp(Ei, σ)
Now let E1, E2 be two elliptic curves over k such that E1[p] ∼= E2[p] as Gk modules. Recall from
introduction, NFi = N
F
Ei
denote the conductor of Ei over F and N
F
i = N
F
Ei denote the prime-to-p part
of the conductor of the Galois module Ei[p] over F for i = 1, 2. Let Σ = Σ(E1, E2,K, F ) be a finite set
of primes of F containing the primes above p, the infinite primes, the primes of bad reduction of both
E1 and E2 and primes which ramify in K/F . For a prime v of F , let ev(K/F ) denote the ramification
index of v in K/F . We now choose and fix a subset Σ0 = Σ0(E1, E2,K, F ) of Σ defined as:
Σ0 = Σ0(E1, E2,K, F ) := {v ∈ Σ : v | NF1 /N
F
1 or v | NF2 /N
F
2 } ∪ {v : v ∤ p∞, and p | ev(K/F )}. (25)
With this definition, we can apply the results of §1 on imprimitive Selmer groups with Σ′ = Σ0. Through-
out the article, we make the following hypothesis (H).
Hypothesis (H): All of (H1) to (H4) hold simultaneously.
(H1) E1 and E2 has good reduction at primes of k lying above p.
(H2) E1 has ordinary reduction at primes of k lying above p.
(H3) E1[p](K) = 0.
(H4) Sp(E1/Kcyc)[p] is finite.
Remark 2.1. It is known (see [She16, Remark 1.2]), the assumptions (H2), (H3) and (H4) hold for E1
if and only if the same hold for E2. Also (H4) actually implies (H2), by a result of P. Schneider.
As explained in Remark 1.6, to study sp(E1, σ) − sp(E2, σ) (mod 2), we will first compare λΣ0E1(σ)
with λΣ0E2(σ) and then further calculate δE1,v(σ) − δE2,v(σ) (mod 2), for each v ∈ Σ0.
2.1. Comparison of the parity of the multiplicities λΣ0Ei (σ). The multiplication by pmap on Ei, via
Kummer theory, induces a natural map SΣ0p (Ei[p]⊗ σ˜/Fcyc) −→ SΣ0p (Ei[p∞]⊗ σ/Fcyc)[π]. We compare
the parity of λΣ0E1(σ) with λ
Σ0
E2
(σ) by studying the kernel and the cokernel of this map keeping in mind
that E1[p] ∼= E2[p] as Galois modules. We begin with the following Lemma:
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Lemma 2.2. Let us fix a compatible choice of primes v, u, w, η respectively in F,K, Fcyc,Kcyc such that
η | w | u | v. Let E ∈ {E1, E2}. Assume v ∈ Σ \Σ0 such that v ∤ p∞. Then the natural map γη, induced
from the multiplication by p map on E,
γη : H
1(Kcyc,η, E[p])→ H
1(Kcyc,η, E[p
∞])[π] (26)
is injective. 
Proof: If E/K has additive reduction at u, then by the proof of [AAS17, Lemma 2.2], H1(Kcyc,η, E[p
∞]) =
H1(Kcyc,η, E[p]) = 0 and thus Ker(γη) in (26) is = 0. On the other hand, if u as above, is prime of
good or multiplicative reduction of E over K, then we claim that u ∤ NKE /N
K
E . Assume the claim at
the moment. Then using [EPW06, Lemma 4.1.2], we deduce E[p∞](Kcyc,η) is divisible. By inflation-
restriction sequence, we know Ker(γη) ∼= H0(Kcyc,η, E[p∞])/π and hence the Ker(γη) in (26) is trivial.
Thus it reduces to establish the claim that u ∤ NKE /N
K
E to complete the proof of the lemma.
If E is good at v over F , then it remains good over at a prime dividing v in any extension of F ; in
particular, u ∤ NKE .
Next assume that E/F has multiplicative reduction at v; then the same is true for E/K at u; in
particular v||NFE and u||NKE and ρE|Iv ∼
(
1 ∗
0 1
)
[DDT94, Proposition 2.12]. Thus, the image of
ρE |Iv has order p or 1, depending on ∗. Recall, by our hypothesis, v ∤ NFE /N
F
E and hence v || N
F
E . If
u | NKE /N
K
E , then we have u ∤ N
K
E . Hence, ρE |GK is unramified at u. Hence # ρE(Iv) = # ρE(Iv/Iu) = 1
as p ∤ ev(K/F ). Therefore, v ∤ N
F
E which is a contradiction.
Now assume that E/F has additive reduction at v i.e. v2 | NFE . Then v ∤ NFE /N
F
E implies that
v2 | NFE and so ρE |GF is ramified at v. If E/K becomes good at u, we have u ∤ NKE . Thus it reduced
to consider the case where E/K is multiplicative at u i.e. u || NKE . If ρE |GK is unramified at u, then
again using p ∤ ev(K/F ), we obtain that # ρE(Iv) = # ρE(Iv/Iu) = 1, contradicting ρE |GF is ramified
at v. Therefore, ρE |GK is ramified at u and so u | N
K
E . As u || NKE , u ∤ NKE /N
K
E . This completes the
proof of the lemma. 
Proposition 2.3. Let E ∈ {E1, E2} and v, in the setting of Lemma 2.2, be a prime in Σ \Σ0 such that
v ∤ p∞. Then for any prime w in Fcyc with w | v, the natural map γw induced by Kummer theory is
injective, where
γw : H
1(Fcyc,w, E[p]⊗ σ˜)→ H
1(Fcyc,w, E[p
∞]⊗ σ)[π].  (27)
Proof. Recall η is a prime of Kcyc with η | w | v. By our choice of v in this proposition, it follows from
Lemma 2.2 that γη in (26) is injective.
Note that as K ∩ Fcyc = F , we can identify ∆ ∼= Gal(Kcyc/Fcyc) and the decomposition subgroup
∆η ∼= Gal(Kcyc,η/Fcyc,w). As v ∤ p and by our hypothesis p ∤ e(K/F ), we deduce p ∤ #∆η.
Tensoring equation (26) with Lσ, we obtain that the map H
1(Kcyc,η, E[p]⊗ σ˜)→ H1(Kcyc,η, E[p∞]⊗
σ)[π] is injective. Now using the inflation-restriction sequence, as p ∤ ∆η it follows that γw : H
1(Fcyc,w, E[p]⊗
σ˜)→ H1(Fcyc,w, E[p∞]⊗ σ)[π] is injective as well. This completes the proof of the proposition. 
Now, we can prove the main result of this subsection:
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Theorem 2.4. Let p be an odd prime and k be a number field such that all primes of k lying above
p are ramified in k(µp)/k. Let E1, E2 be two elliptic curves over k satisfying the hypothesis (H) and
E1[p] ∼= E2[p] as Gk-modules. Then λΣ0E1(σ) = λΣ0E2(σ).
Proof. We begin by considering the following commutative diagram induced by multiplication by π on
Ei[p
∞]⊗ σ, for i = 1, 2:
0−→ SΣ0p (Ei[p]⊗ σ˜/Fcyc) −→ H
1(FΣ/Fcyc, Ei[p]⊗ σ˜)
ψiΣ0−→
∏
v∈Σ\Σ0
Hv(Fcyc, Ei[p]⊗ σ˜)yfi ygi yhi
0−→ SΣ0p (Ei[p
∞]⊗ σ/Fcyc)[π]−→H
1(FΣ/Fcyc, Ei[p
∞]⊗ σ)[π]
φi[pi]−→
∏
v∈Σ\Σ0
Hv(Fcyc, Ei[p
∞]⊗ σ)[π].
(28)
Since Ei[p
∞] ⊗ σ is a divisible O-module, we deduce the middle vertical map gi is surjective. By
assumption (H3) and Nakayama’s lemma, Ei(Kcyc)[p] = 0 and hence the map gi is an isomorphism.
Next, we will show that ψiΣ0 is surjective. We have the following exact sequence using Poitou-Tate
duality:
0→ SΣ0p (Ei[p]⊗ σ˜/Fcyc) −→ H
1(FΣ/Fcyc, Ei[p]⊗ σ˜)
ψiΣ0−→
∏
v∈Σ\Σ0
Hv(Fcyc, Ei[p]⊗ σ˜) −→ S
∗(Ei[p]⊗ σ˜/Fcyc)
∨
Thus, by Lemma 1.7, to show the surjectivity of ψiΣ0 , it suffices to show S
Σ0
p (Ei[p] ⊗ σ˜/Fcyc) is finite.
Now using Proposition 2.3, ker(hi) ∼=
∏
v|p
∏
w|v H
0(Fcyc,w, E˜i,v[p
∞] ⊗ σ)/π. As the residue field of
Kcyc,w for w | p is finite, we obtain H0(Fcyc,w, E˜i,v[p∞]⊗ σ) is finite and consequently, ker(hi) is finite.
By assumption (H4), Sp(Ei[p
∞]/K)[p] is finite. As gi is an isomorphism and ker(hi) is finite, applying
snake lemma in diagram (28), it follows that SΣ0p (Ei[p]⊗ σ˜/Fcyc) is finite. Thus ψiΣ0 is surjective.
Let v | p be a prime of F . As p is odd and the action of the inertia subgroup of GFv on ker(Ei[p]→
Ei,v[p]) is via the Teichmüller character, by the choice of k we conclude this action is nontrivial. Hence
Ei,v[p] can be characterized as the maximal unramified quotient of Ei[p] for i = 1, 2. Now, since
E1[p] ∼= E2[p] as Gk-modules, we have E˜1,v[p] ∼= E˜2,v[p] as GFv -modules for every prime v | p of F (see
the preceding paragraph of [She16, Theorem 2.2]). It then follows that E˜1,v[p] ⊗ σ˜ ∼= E˜2,v[p] ⊗ σ˜ as
GFv -modules. Then, from the definition of S
Σ0
p (Ei[p]⊗ σ˜/Fcyc), we obtain that
SΣ0p (E1[p]⊗ σ˜/Fcyc) ∼= S
Σ0
p (E2[p]⊗ σ˜/Fcyc). (29)
In particular, rankf SΣ0p (E1[p]⊗ σ˜/Fcyc) = rankf S
Σ0
p (E2[p]⊗ σ˜/Fcyc). Moreover, notice that
rankf H
0(Fcyc,w, E˜i,v[p
∞]⊗ σ)/π = rankf H0(Fcyc,w, (E˜i,v[p∞]⊗ σ)[π]) = rankf H0(Fcyc,w, E˜i,v[p]⊗ σ˜)
Hence, rankf ker(h1) = rankf ker(h2).
Now we know ψiΣ0 is surjective and g is an isomorphism. Then again applying snake lemma in
diagram (28) it is immediate that rankf S
Σ0
p (E1[p
∞] ⊗ σ/Fcyc)∨/π = rankf SΣ0p (E2[p∞] ⊗ σ/Fcyc)∨/π.
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Remark 2.5. Recall, a prime v | p of F is said to be a non-anomalous prime for E/K if |E˜v(ku)| is
not divisible by p, for every prime u | v of K, where ku is the residue field at u. As before, assume the
hypothesis (H). In addition, assume either (i) v is non-anomalous for E/K or (ii) (E˜v[p
∞] ⊗ σ)GFcyc,w
is divisible, for primes w | v of Fcyc. Then from the proof of Theorem 2.4, we can deduce that
SΣ0p (E[p]⊗ σ˜/Fcyc) ∼= S
Σ0
p (E[p
∞]⊗ σ/Fcyc)[π]. (30)
Using Theorem 2.4 and Corollary 1.3, we deduce the following corollary:
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Corollary 2.6. Let us keep the hypotheses and setting of Theorem 2.4. Then for an irreducible orthog-
onal representation σ of ∆, we get
sp(E1, σ) +
∑
v∈Σ0
δE1,v(σ) ≡ sp(E2, σ) +
∑
v∈Σ0
δE2,v(σ) (mod 2).  (31)
Further by Corollary 1.5 and Corollary 2.6, the comparison of parity of sp(E1, σ) and sp(E2, σ) reduces
to comparing the parity of 〈σv, χ〉〈ρEi,v, χ〉 with χ ∈ IrrF(∆v), for each v ∈ Σ0.
2.2. Comparison of the parity of δEi,v(σ). In this subsection, we compare the parity of the local
Iwasawa invariants δE1,v(σ) with δE2,v(σ) via the study of the quantity 〈σv, χ〉(〈ρE1,v, χ〉 − 〈ρE2,v, χ〉)
(mod 2), according to the reduction type of E1 and E2 at each v ∈ Σ0.
Lemma 2.7 ((good - good)). Let v ∤ p be a prime of F in Σ0 such that E1 and E2 are good at v. Then
δE1,v(σ) ≡ δE2,v(σ) (mod 2).
Proof. E1 and E2 are good at v. Then using equation (19) in the relation (17), we only need to com-
pute 〈ρE1,v, χ〉 − 〈ρE2,v, χ〉 (mod 2) for χ ∈ {ϕE1,v, ψE1,v, ϕE2,v, ψE2,v}. We know Vp(Ei) ⊗Qp F ∼=
F(ϕEi,v)⊕F(ψEi,v) as GFcyc,v modules. Also E1[p] ∼= E2[p] as GQ-modules and ϕEi,v, ψEi,v are unram-
ified characters of order prime to p. Thus we deduce {ϕE1,v, ψE1,v} = {ϕE2,v, ψE2,v}. Now using (17),
δE1,v(σ) ≡ δE2,v(σ) (mod 2). 
Lemma 2.8 ((split - split)). Let v ∈ Σ0 be a prime of split multiplicative reduction for E1 and E2. Then
δE1,v(σ) ≡ δE2,v(σ) (mod 2).
Proof. In this case, using equation (21) in the relation (17), δEi,v(σ) ≡ 〈σv, ωv〉 (mod 2), which is the
same for both E1 and E2. Thus δE1,v(σ) ≡ δE2,v(σ) (mod 2). 
Lemma 2.9 ((non-split - non-split)). Let E1 and E2 both have non-split multiplicative reduction at a
v ∈ Σ0. Then δE1,v(σ) ≡ δE2,v(σ) (mod 2).
Proof. Recall κv is defined in (20). Again in this case, using equation (21) in the relation (17), δEi,v(σ) ≡
〈σv, ωvκv〉 (mod 2), which is the same for both E1 and E2. Thus δE1,v(σ) ≡ δE2,v(σ) (mod 2). 
Lemma 2.10 ((good - split)). Let v ∈ Σ0. Assume E1 has good reduction at v and E2 has split
multiplicative reduction at v, then δE1,v(σ) ≡ δE2,v(σ) + 〈σv, 1v〉 (mod 2).
Proof. In this case, ρE1,v ∼
(
ϕE1,v 0
0 ψE1,v
)
and ρE2,v ∼
(
ωv ∗
0 1
)
. Now E1[p] ∼= E2[p] implies that
{ϕE1,v, ψE1,v} = {ωv, 1v} = {ωv, 1v}. As ϕE1,v, ψE1,v and ωv have all orders prime to p, we see that
{ϕE1,v, ψE1,v} = {ωv, 1v}. Therefore, using (19) we obtain that δE1,v(σ) ≡ 〈σv, ωv〉 + 〈σv, 1v〉 (mod 2).
On the other hand, by (21), δE2,v(σ) ≡ 〈σv , ωv〉 (mod 2). Hence, the result follows. 
Lemma 2.11 ((good - non-split)). Let v ∈ Σ0. Assume E1 has good reduction at v and E2 has non-split
multiplicative reduction at v, then δE1,v(σ) ≡ δE2,v(σ) + 〈σv,κv〉 (mod 2).
Proof. The proof is similar to the good-split case in Lemma 2.10 and is omitted. 
Lemma 2.12 ((split - non-split)). Let v ∈ Σ0. Assume E1 has split multiplicative reduction at v and
E2 has non-split multiplicative reduction v. Then δE1,v(σ) ≡ δE2,v(σ) + 〈σv, 1v〉+ 〈σv,κv〉 (mod 2).
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Proof. By the proof of Lemma 2.8, δE1,v(σ) ≡ 〈σv, ωv〉 (mod 2). Similarly, by Lemma 2.9, δE2,v(σ) ≡
〈σv, ωvκv〉 (mod 2). Thus δE1,v(σ) ≡ δE2,v(σ) + 〈σv, ωv〉+ 〈σv, ωvκv〉 (mod 2).
By [AAS17, Lemma 2.8], the 3 conditions (i) E1 is split at v, (ii) E2 is non-split at v and (iii) E1[p] ∼= E2[p],
are simultaneously satisfied only when ωv = κv. As κv is quadratic, the lemma is now immediate. 
Lemma 2.13. If E is potentially good at v, then ρE(GFcyc,v ) and ρE(GFcyc,v ) are isomorphic.
Proof. By [ST68, Corollaries 2(b) & 3], E acquires good reduction over Fcyc,v(E[p]). SetG := Gal(F v/Fcyc,v(E[p])).
Let g ∈ GFcyc,v be an element such that ρE,v(g) acts trivially on E[p]. Then, g ∈ G. Moreover, G acts
on VpE by the sum of two characters of order prime to p, after a suitable base change. Hence, g acts
trivially on Vp(E) if and only if ρE,v(g) acts trivially on E[p]. This proves the lemma. 
Lemma 2.14 ((good - additive)). Let v ∤ p∞ be a prime of F . Then it is not possible that E1 has good
reduction while E2 has additive reduction at v. In particular, this is true for any v ∈ Σ0.
Proof. As E1 is good at v, E1[p] is unramified. On the other hand, by Lemma 2.13, E2[p] is ramified.
Since E1[p] ∼= E2[p], the lemma follows. 
Abbreviation: We write E is PMR at a prime v in F , if E has additive and potentially multiplicative
reduction at v. By E is PGA (respectively PGNA) at a prime v in F , we mean E is additive, potentially
good at v with ρE(GFcyc,v ) abelian (respectively non-abelian).
Lemma 2.15 ((multiplicative - additive)). Let v ∈ Σ0 be a multiplicative prime of E1 and additive
prime for E2. Then by [AAS17, Lemma 2.5], it follows that p = 3. Moreover, the following hold.
(i) It can not happen that E1 is multiplicative at v and E2 is PMR at v.
(ii) Assume that E1 is split (resp. non-split) multiplicative at v and E2 is PGA at v. Then µ3 ⊂ Fv.
If v is split for E1 then δE1,v(σ) ≡ δE2,v(σ) + 〈σv, 1v〉 (mod 2) and if v is non-split for E1 then
δE1,v(σ) ≡ δE2,v(σ) + 〈σv,κv〉 (mod 2).
(iii) It is not possible that E1 is multiplicative at v and E2 is PGNA at v, unless 3 | #ρE2(GFcyc,v)
and µ3 6⊂ Fv. In the later case, δE1,v(σ) + 〈σv , χv〉 ≡ δE2,v(σ) + 〈σv, θ3,v〉 (mod 2), where θ3,v,
is the unique 2-dimensional irreducible representation of Gal(Fcyc,v(E2[p])/Fcyc,v) which is the
dihedral group D6 of order 6 [Gre11, Page 192-193]. Here χv = κv if E1 is split at v and χv = 1v
if E1 is non-split at v.
proof:
(i) If E1 has multiplicative reduction at v, then the semi-simplification of E1[p] is unramified. On
the other hand, if E2 has PMR at v then the semi-simplification of E2[p] is ramified. Thus, we
cannot have this case.
(ii) Using (21) and (24), δE1,v(σ) ≡ 〈σv, ωv〉 (mod 2) if E1 is split at v, δE1,v(σ) ≡ 〈σv, ωvκv〉
(mod 2) if E1 is non-split at v and δE2,v(σ) ≡ 〈σv, εE2,v〉+ 〈σv, ε−1E2,vωv〉 (mod 2).
Suppose that 3 ∤ #ρE2(GFcyc,v ). Then by Lemma 2.13, 3 ∤ #ρ¯E2(GFcyc,v ). Since ρE1 |IFv∼(
1 ∗
0 1
)
, we deduce that E1[p] is unramified and hence so is E2[p]. This is a contradiction to the
assumption that E2 has potentially good additive reduction (see [ST68]).
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Thus we are reduced to consider 3 | #ρE2(GFcyc,v ). Then p = 3 and we have ρE1 |IFv∼
(
1 ∗
0 1
)
with ∗ 6= 0. Also, ρE1 |GFcyc,v∼
(
ωv ∗
0 1
)
. This implies that ρE1(GFcyc,v ) is a non-abelian group
if ωv is non-trivial. Therefore ρE1(GFcyc,v ) is also non-abelian. This is a contradiction. Therefore
ωv is trivial and hence we must have µ3 ⊂ Fv. Since σv is self dual, 〈σv, εE2,v〉 = 〈σv, ε−1E2,v〉.
Therefore δE2,v(σ) ≡ 0 (mod 2). This proves the claim.
(iii) Here δE1,v(σ) ≡ 〈σv, ωv〉 (mod 2) if E1 is split at v, δE1,v(σ) ≡ 〈σv, ωvκv〉 (mod 2) if E1 is
non-split at v and δE2,v(σ) ≡ 〈σv, ρE2,v〉 (mod 2). Note that for p = 3, ωv = κv if µ3 6⊂ Fv.
If 3 ∤ #ρE2(GFcyc,v ), then by the argument in part (ii) above, E2[p] is unramified and we get
a contradiction. So, we can assume 3 | #ρE2(GFcyc,v ). Further, µ3 ⊂ Fcyc,v is also not possible;
otherwise, ρE1(GFcyc,v) is abelian and by Lemma 2.13, ρE2(GFcyc,v) is abelian as well.
Therefore we can assume 3 | #ρE2(GFcyc,v ) and µ3 6⊂ Fcyc,v. Then ρE1 |GFcyc,v is of order
6 and by Lemma 2.13, ρE2(GFcyc,v )
∼= ρE2(GFcyc,v) is non-abelian. Consequently, ρE2(GFcyc,v)
is isomorphic to D6. Let θ3,v be the unique two dimensional irreducible representation of the
dihedral group Gal(Fcyc,v(E2[p])/Fcyc,v). We have that ρE2,v ∼ θ3,v. Thus the lemma follows.

Lemma 2.16 ((additive - additive)). Let v ∈ Σ0 be an additive prime for both E1 and E2. Then,
(i) If E1, E2 both are PMR at v ∈ Σ0, then δE1,v(σ) ≡ δE2,v(σ) (mod 2) if ϑE1,v = ϑE2,v, otherwise,
δE1,v(σ) + 〈σv , ϑE1,v〉 ≡ δE2,v(σ) + 〈σv , ωvϑE1,v〉 (mod 2).
(ii) It can not happen that E1 is PMR at v while E2 is PGNA at v, unless p = 3, 3 divides
#ρE2(GFcyc,v ) and µ3 6⊂ Fv. In the later case, δE1,v(σ)+〈σv , ωvϑE1,v〉 ≡ δE2,v(σ)+〈σv, θ3,vϑE1,v〉
(mod 2). Moreover, Gal(Fcyc,v(E2[p])/Fcyc,v) is the dihedral group of order 12 and it has a unique
subgroup, say H ∼= D6. Then θ3,v is the unique 2-dimensional irreducible representation of H.
(iii) If E1 is PMR at v and E2 is PGA at v, then δE1,v(σ) ≡ δE2,v(σ) + 〈σv , ϑE1,v〉 (mod 2).
(iv) If E1, E2 are both PGA at v, then δE1,v(σ) ≡ δE2,v(σ) (mod 2).
(v) It is not possible that one of E1, E2 is PGA and the other one is PGNA at v.
(vi) Let E1, E2 be both PGNA at v. Then δE1,v(σ) ≡ δE2,v(σ) (mod 2).
Proof:
(i) Using (23), δEi,v(σ) ≡ 〈σv , ωvϑEi,v〉 (mod 2). As E1[p] ∼= E2[p] and ϑE1,v, ϑE2,v have orders
prime to p, we deduce from (22) that either ϑE1,v = ϑE2,v or ϑE1,v = ωvϑE2,v and the result
follows. Note that ϑE1,v = ωvϑE2,v is possible only when ωv is quadratic.
(ii) Using (23) and (24), δE1,v(σ) ≡ 〈σv , ωvϑE1,v〉 (mod 2) and δE2,v(σ) ≡ 〈σv, ρE2,v〉 (mod 2). Note
that E′1 := E
ϑE1,v
1 has split multiplicative reduction at v. Also, since ρE2,v is absolutely irre-
ducible, E′2 := E
ϑE1,v
2 is PGNA at v. Also, E
′
1[p]
∼= E′2[p].
First suppose that p ∤ #ρE2(GFcyc,v ). Since ϑE1,v is quadratic and p is odd, it follows that
p ∤ #ρE′2(GFcyc,v ). Now, by an argument similar to Lemma 2.15(iii), it is not possible that E
′
1 is
split at v, E′2 is potentially good with ρE′2(GFcyc,v ) is non-abelian and E
′
1[p]
∼= E′2[p].
Hence, p must divide #ρE2(GFcyc,v ). By the discussion after (23), this can happen only when
p = 3. Also, as explained above, p | #ρE′
2
(GFcyc,v). If µ3 ⊂ Fv, then ρE′2(GFcyc,v) is abelian
(see Lemma 2.15(iii)), which is not possible. So we can assume µ3 6⊂ Fv. By Lemma 2.13,
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3 | #ρE′2(GFcyc,v ) = #ρE′1(GFcyc,v ). Using these facts in the expression ρE′1 |GFcyc,v∼
(
ωv ∗
0 1
)
,
we obtain that #ρE′1(GFcyc,v ) = 6 = #ρE′2(GFcyc,v ). Thus, by Lemma 2.13, ρE
′
2
(GFcyc,v) is
non-abelian of order 6. It follows that ρE′
2
,v
∼= θ3,v and ρE2,v ∼= θ3,vϑE1,v. The result follows.
(iii) Using (23) and (24), δE1,v(σ) ≡ 〈σv, ωvϑE1,v〉 (mod 2) and δE2,v(σ) ≡ 〈σv , εE2,v〉+ 〈σv, ωvε−1E2,v〉
(mod 2). Set E′1 := E
ϑE1,v
1 and E
′
2 := E
ϑE1,v
2 . Then E
′
1 is split multiplicative at v, E
′
2 is PGA
at v and E′1[p]
∼= E′2[p].
If possible, let p ∤ #ρE2(GFcyc,v). Then as explained in part(ii), p ∤ #ρE′2(GFcyc,v ). Now, since
E′1[p]
∼= E′2[p], this is not possible by the proof of Lemma 2.15(ii).
Thus, p must divide #ρE2(GFcyc,v) and hence p | #ρE′2(GFcyc,v ). This can only happen at
p = 3 (see the discussion after (23)). Further, using Lemma 2.15(ii), µ3 ⊂ Fcyc,v and δE2,v(σ) ≡ 0
(mod 2). So we arrive at the result.
(iv) Using (24), δEi,v(σ) ≡ 〈σv , εEi,v〉+〈σv , ωvε−1Ei,v〉 (mod 2). When p ∤ #ρE1(GFcyc,v )#ρE2(GFcyc,v ),
the proof is similar to Lemma 2.7 and is omitted.
Assume that p divides the order of ρEi(GFcyc,v ) for either i = 1 or i = 2. Then we necessarily
have p = 3. Also for that i, εEi,v has order divisible by 3. Then Fcyc,v will have a cyclic p-
extension with ramification index divisible by 3 and by local class field theory, µ3 ⊂ Fcyc,v. As
a result, ωv = 1v. Since σv is self-dual, δE2,v(σ) ≡ 〈σv, εE2,v〉+ 〈σv, ε−1E2,v〉 ≡ 0 (mod 2).
(v) By Lemma 2.13, ρE1(GFcyc,v ) is abelian and ρE2(GFcyc,v ) is non-abelian but they are isomorphic.
This is not possible.
(vi) Again recall, ρEi(GFcyc,v )
∼= ρEi(GFcyc,v) by Lemma 2.13. Note that ρEi,v is absolutely irre-
ducible. From [Ser72, Page 312], the image ρEi(IFv ) is
• a cyclic group of order 2, 3, 4 or 6, if v ∤ 6
• a cyclic group of order 2, 3, 4, 6 or a semi-direct product Z/3Z⋊ Z/4Z, if v | 3
• a subgroup of SL2(F3) of order 2, 3, 4, 6, 8 or 24, if v | 2.
First consider the case that p ∤ #ρ(GFcyc,v ). When p ∤ #ρ(GFcyc,v ), the reduction mod p
induces a bijection between the set of irreducible representations ρ of GFcyc,v and the set of
all irreducible representations ρ of GFcyc,v (see for instance [Wei03, P. 85-86]). Using this fact
together with ρE1,v
∼= ρE2,v, we deduce that ρE1,v ∼= ρE2,v. Now from (24), δEi,v(σ) ≡ 〈σv, ρEi,v〉
(mod 2). Therefore, δE1,v(σ) ≡ δE2,v(σ) (mod 2).
In the second case, when p | #ρ(GFcyc,v), again recall that p = 3 and hence v ∤ 3. Thus the
possibilities we have that v | 2 and #ρEi(IFv ) ∈ {3, 6, 24} or v ∤ 6 and #ρEi(IFv ) ∈ {3, 6}.
Let us consider the subcase when #ρEi(IFv ) = 3 for i = 1, 2. As ρEi(IFv ) is cyclic of order
3 and the image of ρEi,v is non-abelian, ρEi(GFcyc,v )
∼= ρEi(IFv ) ⋊ Z/2Z ∼= D6 (see [Roh94,
Page 153]). Since there is a unique 2-dimensional irreducible representation of D6, we deduce
ρE1,v
∼= ρE2,v. Therefore, δE1,v(σ) ≡ δE2,v(σ) (mod 2).
Next subcase is when #ρEi(IFv ) = 6 for i = 1, 2. As SL2(F3) has no subgroup isomorphic
to D6, ρEi(IFv )
∼= Z/6Z. Once again, by using arguments of [Roh94, Page 153], we obtain the
structure ρEi(GFcyc,v )
∼= ρEi(IFv )⋊ Z/2Z ∼= D12. Since there is only one faithful 2-dimensional
irreducible representation of D12, as observed from the character table of D12, we conclude that
ρE1,v
∼= ρE2,v. Hence, δE1,v(σ) ≡ δE2,v(σ) (mod 2).
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Finally, we are left to deal with the subcase where p = 3 and ρEi(IFv )
∼= SL2(F3) of order
24. Then v | 2. Also notice that, as Weil pairing is non-degenerate, µ3 ⊂ Fv if and only if
ρEi(GFcyc,v ) ⊂ SL2(F3). Hence if µ3 ⊂ Fv, then ρEi,v is self-dual and ρEi(GFcyc,v ) ∼= SL2(F3) for
i = 1, 2. From the character table, there is only one 2-dimensional irreducible representation self
dual representation of SL2(F3). Hence, ρEi,v is uniquely determined and we deduce ρE1,v
∼= ρE2,v.
On the other hand, if µ3 6⊂ Fv, then ρEi(GFcyc,v) ∼= GL2(F3) for i = 1, 2. From the character
table, GL2(F3) has three 2-dimensional irreducible representations and further, all three of these
2 dimensional representations have distinct traces (mod 3). Since ρE1 |GFcyc,v ∼= ρE2 |GFcyc,v , we
deduce ρE1,v
∼= ρE2,v. So δE1,v(σ) ≡ δE2,v(σ) (mod 2). 
2.3. The main theorem on the algebraic side. Let B be the set of primes of F , such that both
E1 and E2 have additive reduction and at least one of them has PMR. At each v ∈ B, we define a
quadratic character ϑv: if E1 (respectively E2) has PMR at v and E2 (respectively E1) has potentially
good reduction then put ϑv := ϑE1,v (respectively ϑE2,v). When both E1 and E2 have PMR at v, put
ϑv := ϑE1,v. Note, in this last case by Lemma 2.16(i), either ϑE1,v = ϑE2,v or ϑE1,v = ωvϑE2,v with ωv
quadratic. The table below summarises the cases where δE1,v(σ) and δE2,v(σ) can have different parity.
p, v ∤ p Reduction type at v Parity
p ≥ 3 E1 is good and E2 is split δE1,v(σ) ≡2 δE2,v(σ) + 〈σv, 1v〉
p ≥ 3 E1 is good and E2 is non-split δE1,v(σ) ≡2 δE2,v(σ) + 〈σv,κv〉
p ≥ 3 E1 is split and E2 is non-split δE1,v(σ) ≡2 δE2,v(σ) + 〈σv, 1v〉+ 〈σv,κv〉
p ≥ 3 E1, E2 are PMR and ϑE1,v 6= ϑE2,v δE1,v(σ) + 〈σv, ϑE1,v〉 ≡2 δE2,v(σ) + 〈σv, ωvϑE1,v〉
p ≥ 3 E1 is PMR and E2 is PGA δE1,v(σ) ≡2 δE2,v(σ) + 〈σv, ϑv〉
p = 3, µ3 ⊂ Fv E1 is split and E2 is PGA δE1,v(σ) ≡2 δE2,v(σ) + 〈σv, 1v〉
p = 3, µ3 ⊂ Fv E1 is non-split and E2 is PGA δE1,v(σ) ≡2 δE2,v(σ) + 〈σv,κv〉
p = 3, µ3 6⊂ Fv E1 is split and E2 is PGNA δE1,v(σ) + 〈σv,κv〉 ≡2 δE2,v(σ) + 〈σv, θ3,v〉
p = 3, µ3 6⊂ Fv E1 is non-split and E2 is PGNA δE1,v(σ) + 〈σv, 1v〉 ≡2 δE2,v(σ) + 〈σv, θ3,v〉
p = 3, µ3 6⊂ Fv E1 is PMR and E2 is PGNA δE1,v(σ) + 〈σv, ωvϑE1,v〉 ≡2 δE2,v(σ) + 〈σv, θ3,vϑE1,v〉
Table 1. Parity of δEi,v(σ)
Definition 2.17. Let Si, Ni respectively denote the set of primes v ∈ Σ0 such that the elliptic curve
Ei/F has split multiplicative, respectively non-split multiplicative reduction at v. Let Σ
′
0 denote the set
the primes in Σ0 where σ is ramified.
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W = {v ∈ Σ′0 : µp 6⊂ Fv, both E1, E2 are PMR at v and ϑE1,v 6= ϑE2,v}.
X = {v ∈ Σ′0 : one of E1, E2 is PMR at v and the other is PGA at v}.
Y3 = {v ∈ Σ0 : p = 3, µ3 6⊂ Fv, one of E1, E2 is multiplicative at v and the other is PGNA at v}.
Z3 = {v ∈ Σ′0 : p = 3, µ3 6⊂ Fv, one of E1, E2 is PMR at v and the other is PGNA at v}.
Using Corollary 2.6 and combining Lemmas 2.7 to 2.15, we obtain the following theorem:
Theorem 2.18. Let p be an odd prime and k be a number field such that all primes of k lying above
p are ramified in k(µp)/k. Let E1, E2 be two elliptic curves over k with E1[p] ∼= E2[p] as Gk-modules.
Let σ be an absolutely irreducible self-dual orthogonal representation of ∆. Assume the hypothesis (H).
Then
sp(E1, σ) +
∑
v∈S1
〈σv, 1v〉+
∑
v∈N1
〈σv,κv〉+
∑
v∈W
(
〈σv, ϑv〉+ 〈σv, ωvϑv〉
)
+
∑
v∈Z3
(
〈σv, ωvϑv〉+ 〈σv, ϑvθ3,v〉
)
≡ sp(E2, σ) +
∑
v∈S2
〈σv, 1v〉+
∑
v∈N2
〈σv,κv〉+
∑
v∈X
〈σv, ϑv〉+
∑
v∈Y3
(
〈σv, 1v〉+ 〈σv,κv〉+ 〈σv, θ3,v〉
)
(mod 2). 
Corollary 2.19. We keep the hypotheses and setting of Theorem 2.18. In addition, whenever v is a
prime of additive reduction for at least one of E1, E2, we assume that µp ⊂ Fv. Then
sp(E1, σ) +
∑
v∈S1
〈σv, 1v〉+
∑
v∈N1
〈σv,κv〉 ≡ sp(E2, σ) +
∑
v∈S2
〈σv, 1v〉+
∑
v∈N2
〈σv,κv〉+
∑
v∈X
〈σv, ϑv〉 (mod 2). 
Remark 2.20. From the definitions in (20) and (22), it is clear that κv and ϑv can be consid-
ered as characters of GFv as well. Now, let E1 is split mult. at v and E2 is PGNA at v. Then,
necessarily p = 3 and Gal(Fcyc,v(E1[p])/Fcyc,v) ∼= D6 (see Lemma 2.15(iii)). Further, ρE1 |GFv ∼(
χ1 ∗
0 χ2
)
with {χ1, χ2} = {ωv, 1v} and ωv 6= 1v. Hence, Gal(Fv(E1[p])/Fv) is also the non-abelian
of order 6, i.e., Gal(Fv(E1[p])/Fv) ∼= Gal(Fcyc,v(E1[p])/Fcyc,v) and Fv(E1[p]) ∩ Fcyc,v = Fv. In fact,
Gal(Fcyc,v(E1[p])/Fv) ∼= Gal(Fcyc,v(E1[p])/Fcyc,v) ×Gal(Fcyc,v/Fv). Thus we may as well consider θ3,v
to be the unique irreducible representation of degree two of Gal(Fv(E1[p])/Fv) ∼= Gal(Fv(E2[p])/Fv).
Let τv be a sub-representation of σ|GFv such that τv|GFcyc,v is equivalent to θ3,v|GFcyc,v . Then
τv|GFv ∼ θ3,v|GFv ⊗ α for a character α of Gal(Fcyc,v/Fv) of p-power order. Since σ|GFv is self-dual
and p is odd, 〈σ|GFv , θ3,v|GFv ⊗ α, 〉 = 〈σ|GFv , θ3,v|GFv ⊗ α−1, 〉. This shows that 〈σ|GFv , θ3,v|GFv 〉 =
〈σ|GFcyc,v , θ3,v|GFcyc,v 〉 (mod 2). A similar argument works for every Artin representations τv in the set
C = {κv, 1v, ϑv, ϑvθ3,v, θ3,v}. Thus the multiplicities < σv, † >, † ∈ C in Theorem 2.18 can be considered
over GFv as well.
This observation will be used in the next chapter to compare these multiplicities with the local root
numbers over Fv.
3. Relation with the root numbers
3.1. Basic results on root number. Let k, F,K and E ∈ {E1, E2} be as before. Recall σ : ∆ =
Gal(K/F ) −→ GLn(F) is a self-dual Artin representation. Also, O is the ring of integer of F with
uniformizer π. In view of Remark 2.20, we now use the notation σv := σ |GFv . For a prime v of F ,
let (i) ρ′E/Fv , (ii) ρE/Fv and (iii) ρE,v = ρE |GFcyc,v respectively denote (i) the representations of the
Weil-Deligne group W ′(Fv) of Fv associated to E, (ii) the Weil group W(Fv) of Fv associated to E
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[Roh94, §2 & 3] and (iii) the restriction of the p-adic Galois representation ρE : Gk → Aut(VpE) (see
§1) at GFcyc,v .
We will denote by VE the representation space for ρ
′
E/Fv
. Set V σE := VE ⊗ σ. Let ε(V σE ) denote the
local epsilon factor associated to V σE at v [Del73]. The local root number, W (E/Fv, σv), at v is then
given by [Roh96]
W (E/Fv, σv) = sign(ε(V
σ
E )) =
ε(V σE )
|ε(V σE )|
. (32)
Since σ is self dual, W (E/Fv, σv) ∈ {±1} [Roh96, Equ. (3.1)]. The global root number W (E/F, σ), is a
product of all local root numbers i.e. W (E/F, σ) :=
∏
all prime v
W (E/Fv, σv) [Roh96].
Note that the local Artin reciprocity map carries F×v isomorphically ontoW(Fv)ab inside Gal(F abv /Fv).
In particular, if φ is a character of GFv , then φ(−1) is well defined and again by the local reciprocity law,
φ(−1) = 1 if φ is unramified (see for example [Roh94, §1]). Let ω(v) denote the unramified character of
W(Fv) sending a Frobenius element to qv, the order of the residue field of Fv. We recall the following
results of Rohrlich which will be used to compare the local root numbers of E1 and E2.
Theorem 3.1. Let E/F be an elliptic curve, σ be a self-dual, irreducible representation of ∆.
(i) [Roh96, Theorem 2(i)] If v is an archimedean prime of F , then W (E/Fv, σv) = (−1)dimσ.
(ii) [Roh96, Prop. 8(i)] If E has good reduction at a finite prime v of F , then W (E/Fv, σv) =
detσv(−1).
(iii) [Roh96, Theorem 2(ii)] If ordv(jE) < 0, then W (E/Fv, σv) = detσv(−1)φv(−1)dimσ(−1)〈σv ,φv〉.
Here φv = 1v if v is split multiplicative, φv = κv is the unramified quadratic character if v is
non-split multiplicative, and φv = ϑE,v (see (22)) is ramified quadratic if E is PMR at v.
(iv) Let v be a prime of additive, potentially good reduction of E.
(a) [Roh08, Prop. 2] If E is PGA at v, then ρE/Fv ⊗ω(v)1/2 ∼= χE,v⊕χ−1E,v, for some character
χv of F
×
v . In this case [Roh08, (1.6)], W (E/Fv, σv) = detσv(−1)χE,v(−1)dimσ.
(b) Let E be PGNA at v. If v ∤ 6, then by the proof of [Roh96, Theorem 2(iii), page 332],
ρE2/Fv ⊗ ω(v)1/2 = IndL/Fvφ, where L/Fv is an unramified quadratic extension and φ is
a character of L×. Write L = Fv(u), for some u ∈ O×L . Further by [Roh96, Theorem 1],
W (E/Fv, σv) = detσv(−1)φ(u)dimσ(−1)〈σv ,1v〉+〈σv ,κv〉+〈σv ,θe,v〉, where e := #ρE(IFv ) =
#ρE(IFv ) and θe,v is a certain 2-dim irreducible representation of Gal(Fv(E[p])/Fv)
∼=
D2e. 
Remark 3.2. (1) Recall, ρ′E/Fv is a pair (ρE/Fv , N), where N is a nilpotent endomorphism on VE
satisfying ρE/Fv(g)NρE/Fv (g)
−1 = ω(v)(g)N for all g ∈ W(Fv) [Roh94, §3]. When E is additive and
potentially good at v | ℓ, with ℓ 6= p then N = 0 and ρ′E/Fv = ρE/Fv [Roh94, Prop. §14].
In the case (iv)(a) of Theorem 3.1, we have ρE,v ∼= εE,v ⊕ ωvε−1E,v (cf. §1). As any real power of ω(v)
is unramified, we see from the definition of a representation of Weil-Deligne group [Roh94, Prop. §4]
that εE,v(−1) = χE,v(−1).
(2) In Theorem 3.1 (iv)(b), if v | 2 or v | 3, we see from the proof of [Roh96, Theorem 2(iii)] that as
long as ρE/Fv is an induced representation, we can continue to use the formula in Theorem 3.1 (iv)(b).
3.2. Comparison of the root numbers. Note that ρ′Ei/Fv ⊗ ω(v)1/2 is symplectic [Roh94, §16]. Let
a(ρ′E/Fv ) denote the conductor of ρ
′
E/Fv
(see [Roh94, §10]). At first, we prove the following Lemma:
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Lemma 3.3. Let E1, E2 be two elliptic curves with E1[p] ∼= E2[p] as Gk-modules. Let v | ℓ with ℓ 6= p
be a finite prime of F such that a(ρ′E1/Fv ⊗ σ) = a(ρ′E2/Fv ⊗ σ). Then
W (E1/Fv , σv)
W (E2/Fv , σv)
=
det
(
− Frobcyc,v | (V
σ
E2
)IFv
)
det
(
− Frobcyc,v | (V σE1)
IFv
) (mod π).
Proof. Let E ∈ {E1, E2}. For v | ℓ with ℓ 6= p, recall the modified local constant, ε0(V σE ), defined by
Deligne [Del73, Equ. (5.1) & Theorem 6.5(a)]:
ε0(V
σ
E ) = ε(V
σ
E ) det
(− Frobv | (V σE )IFv ) ∈ O× (33)
Further from the proof of [Del73, Theorem 6.5(c)], it can be shown that ε0(V
σ
E ) (mod π) depends on
the residual representation E[p]⊗ σ˜. In particular, ε0(V σE1) = ε0(V σE2) (mod π).
Now, as ρ′Ei/Fv⊗ω(v)1/2 is symplectic and σ is self-dual, we can apply [Roh94, Lemma §12] to deduce
|ε(V σEi)| = ℓmi . Further using a(ρ′E1/Fv ⊗ σ) = a(ρ′E2/Fv ⊗ σ), we also deduce from [Roh94, Lemma §12],
m1 = m2 i.e. |ε(V σE1)| = |ε(V σE2)|.
Recall, W (Ei/Fv, σv) ∈ {±1}. As |ε(V σEi)| = ℓmi , using (32) and (33) we deduce that det
(− Frobv |
(V σEi)
IFv
)
is a p-adic unit. Hence, det
( − Frobv | (V σEi)IFv ) (mod π) is an element of F×p . Again since
Gal(Fcyc,v/Fv) is a pro-p group, we obtain that
det
(− Frobv | (V σEi)IFv ) = det (− Frobcyc,v | (V σEi)IFv ) (mod π). (34)
Using (34) in (32) and (33), we obtain the result. 
With the notation of Theorem 2.18, put mi :=
∑
v∈Si
〈σv, 1v〉 +
∑
v∈Ni
〈σv,κv〉 for i = 1, 2, and T :=∑
v∈W
(
〈σv, ϑv〉 + 〈σv, ωvϑv〉
)
+
∑
v∈X〈σv, ϑv〉 +
∑
v∈Y3
(
〈σv,κv〉 + 〈σv, 1v〉 + 〈σv, θ3,v〉
)
+
∑
v∈Z3
(
〈σv, ϑv〉 +
〈σv, ϑvθ3,v〉
)
. Then we have the following comparison of the root numbers of two congruent elliptic
curves:
Theorem 3.4. Let E1, E2 be two elliptic curves over k with good reductions at all primes of k lying
above an odd prime p and E1[p] ∼= E2[p] as Gk-modules. Let σ be an irreducible, self-dual, orthogonal
representation of ∆. Then
W (E1/F, σ)
W (E2/F, σ)
= (−1)m1−m2+T .
Proof. We will compare W (Ei/Fv, σv) for i = 1, 2, as v varies. By Theorem 3.1(i), we only need
to consider finite primes. Further, if E1 and E2 have good reduction at v, then by Theorem 3.1(ii),
W (E1/Fv, σv) = W (E2/Fv, σv). In particular, this holds for all v | p. By Theorem 3.1(iii), the same
conclusion holds if E1 and E2 are both split-multiplicative or both non-split multiplicative at v.
(i) (good - multiplicative). Suppose that E1 has good reduction at v and E2 has multiplicative reduc-
tion at v. By Theorem 3.1, case (ii) and (iii), we deduce W (E1/Fv ,σv)W (E2/Fv ,σv) =
(−1)〈σv ,1v〉, if v is split(−1)〈σv ,κv〉, if v is non-split.
(ii) (split - non-split). Assume that E1 is split multiplicative at v and E2 is non-split multiplicative
at v. By Theorem 3.1, we get W (E1/Fv ,σv)W (E2/Fv ,σv) = (−1)〈σv ,1v〉+〈σv ,κv〉.
(iii) (multiplicative - additive)
(a) Let E1 be multiplicative at v and E2 be PGA at v. From the proof of Lemma 2.15(ii),
p = 3, 3 | #ρE2(GFcyc,v ) and µ3 ⊂ Fv. In this case, ρE2,v ∼= εE2,v⊕ε−1E2,v. Since ρE1 |IFv ∼
(
1 ∗
0 1
)
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and ρE1,v
∼= ρE2,v, we deduce εE2,v is unramified and thus εE2,v(−1) = εE2,v(−1) = 1. Then by
Remark 3.2 and the cases (iii) & (iv)(a) of Theorem 3.1, W (E1/Fv ,σv)W (E2/Fv ,σv) = (−1)〈σv ,1v〉 if v is split
and = (−1)〈σv,κv〉 if v is non-split.
(b) Next we consider E1 is multiplicative at v and E2 is PGNA at v. From the proof
of Lemma 2.15(iii), this can only happen when p = 3, 3 | #ρE2(GFcyc,v ), µ3 6⊂ Fv and
e = #ρE2 |IFv = 3. Moreover, ρE2,v ∼= θ3,v is the unique 2-dim irreducible representation of
Gal(Fcyc,v(E2[p])/Fcyc,v) ∼= D6. Using Theorem 3.1(iv)(b), ρE2/Fv ⊗ ω(v)1/2 = IndL/Fvφ with
L/Fv is unramified quadratic andW (E2/Fv, σv) = det σv(−1)(φ(u))dimσ(−1)〈σv ,1v〉+〈σv ,κv〉+〈σv ,θ3,v〉.
Note that the value of φ(u) is independent of σv. By [AAS17, Lemma 5.4],
W (E1/Fv,1v)
W (E2/Fv,1v)
= 1 if
E1 is spilt at v and −1 if E1 is non-split at v. Therefore, we deduce that φ(u) appearing in the
expression of W (E2/Fv, σv) above is equal to 1. Now using Theorem 3.1(iii), from the above
discussion W (E1/Fv,σv)
W (E2/Fv,σv)
= (−1)〈σv,κv〉+〈σv ,θ3,v〉 if E1 is split at v. Similarly, in the non-split case
W (E1/Fv,σv)
W (E2/Fv,σv)
= (−1)〈σv,1v〉+〈σv ,θ3,v〉.
(iv) (additive - additive).
(a) If both the curves are PMR at v, then by the proof of Lemma 2.16(i), either ϑE1,v =
ϑE2,v in which case W (E1/Fv, σv) = W (E2/Fv, σv). Otherwise, ϑE1,v = ωvϑE2,v and then,
W (E1/Fv ,σv)
W (E2/Fv ,σv)
= (−1)〈σv,ϑE1,v〉+〈σv ,ωvϑE1,v〉.
(b) Next, assume E1 is PMR at v and E2 is PGA at v. By Remark 3.2(1) and the cases (iii) and
(iv)(a) of Theorem 3.1, we can express W (E1/Fv ,σv)W (E2/Fv ,σv) = ϑv(−1)dimσ(−1)〈σv ,ϑE1,v〉εE2,v(−1)dimσ.
If p ∤ #ρE2(GFcyc,v ), then using the proof of Lemma 2.16(iii), ϑE1,v ∈ {εE2,v, ε−1E2,vωv}. As
ωv is unramified,
W (E1/Fv ,σv)
W (E2/Fv ,σv)
= (−1)〈σv ,ϑE1,v〉.
Now if p | #ρE2(GFcyc,v ), then as explained before, p = 3, µ3 ⊂ Fv and ωv = 1v. Thus
ρE1,v ∼
(
ϑE1,v ∗
0 ϑE1,v
)
and ρE2,v
∼= εE2,v ⊕ ε−1E2,v. As ρE1,v ∼= ρE2,v, we conclude that
ϑE1,v(−1) = εE2,v(−1). Then using Remark 3.2 and Theorem 3.1 (iii) & (iv)(a), W (E1/Fv ,σv)W (E2/Fv ,σv) =
(−1)〈σv ,ϑE1,v〉.
(c) Let E1 be PMR at v and E2 be PGNA at v. Then p = 3, µ3 6⊂ Fv and 3 | #ρE2(GFcyc,v)
(see Lemma 2.16(ii)). Then E′1 := E
ϑE1,v
1 is split at v. Recall, ρE2,v
∼= θ6,v, a certain
2-dim. irreducible representation of the dihedral group of order 12. Also, E′2 := E
ϑE1,v
2
is PGNA at v. Note that E′1[3]
∼= E′2[3]. Then by a similar argument, as in the proof
of Lemma 2.16(ii), we get #ρE′2 |IFv = #ρE′2 |IFv = 3. Therefore, ρE′2,v ∼= θ3,v, that is,
ρE2,v ⊗ ϑE1,v ∼= θ6,v ⊗ ϑE1,v ∼= θ3,v.
Now using part (iii)(b) of this proposition related to the (split) multiplicative - addi-
tive case, we obtain
W (E′1/Fv ,σvϑE1,v)
W (E′2/Fv ,σvϑE1,v)
= (−1)〈σvϑE1,v ,κv〉+〈σvϑE1,v,θ3,v〉. Notice that ϑE1,v
being quadratic (self dual), W (E′i/Fv, σvϑE1,v) = W (Ei/Fv, σv) for i = 1, 2 and also
〈σv, ϑE1,vχ〉 = 〈σvϑE1,v, χ〉 for χ ∈ {ϑE1,v,κv}. Moreover, as p = 3 and µ3 6∈ Fv, the
unramified quadratic character κv = ωv and hence 〈σv,κvϑE1,v〉 = 〈σv, ωvϑE1,v〉. Hence,
we deduce W (E1/Fv ,σv)W (E2/Fv ,σv) = (−1)〈σv ,ωvϑE1,v〉+〈σv ,θ3,vϑE1,v〉.
(d) Let E1, E2 both have PGA at v. Recall, ρEi,v is a representation of Gal(Fcyc,v(Ei[p])/Fcyc,v)
for i = 1, 2 (see §2). Using [Ser72, Page 312], ρEi(IFv )
∼= ρEi(IFv ) is cyclic of order e with
possible value of e ∈ {2, 3, 4, 6}. Moreover, ρE1,v ∼= ρE2,v implies that e = #ρE1 |IFv =
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#ρE2 |IFv . Then for i = 1, 2, there is either one faithful representation εEi,v, or two faithful
representations εEi,v, ε
−1
Ei,v
of the inertia subgroup of Gal(Fcyc,v(Ei[p])/Fcyc,v). In either
cases, we deduce εE1,v(−1) = εE2,v(−1). Now by Remark 3.2(1) and Theorem 3.1(iv)(a),
the local root numbers at v are the same.
(e) Next, assume E1, E2 both are PGNA at v. In this case, we have ρ
′
Ei/Fv
= ρEi/Fv for i = 1, 2.
As observed in Lemma 2.16(vi), we also have ρE1,v
∼= ρE2,v. Note that IFv ⊂ GFcyc,v and
a(ρEi/Fv ⊗ σ) just depends on the restriction of ρEi/Fv ⊗ σ to the inertia subgroup. Hence
using the fact ρE1,v
∼= ρE2,v, we obtain a(ρE1/Fv ⊗ σ) = a(ρE2/Fv ⊗ σ). Now by Lemma 3.3,
we conclude W (E1/Fv, σv) =W (E2/Fv, σv).
By Lemmas 2.7 - 2.16, these are the only possibilities of reduction types for the pair E1, E2. Thus from
the above discussion, the result follows. 
3.3. The relation between multiplicities and root numbers. Using Theorem 2.18, Remark 2.20
and Theorem 3.4, we obtain the main result of this article:
Theorem 3.5. Let p be an odd prime and k be a number field such that all primes of k lying above
p are ramified in k(µp)/k. Let E1, E2 be elliptic curves over k with E1[p] ∼= E2[p] as Gk-modules. Let
σ : ∆ → GLn(Qp) be an irreducible self-dual orthogonal representation. Assume the hypothesis (H).
Then
(−1)sp(E1,σ)−sp(E2,σ) =
W (E1/F, σ)
W (E2/F, σ)
.
In particular, the p-parity conjecture in (2) holds for the twist of E1/F by σ if and only if it holds for
the twist of E2/F by σ.
Remark 3.6. [Necessity of the condition (H)] The hypothesis (H4) stating Sp(Ei[p
∞]/K)[p] is finite, is
necessary in the proof of Theorem 2.4, in Lemma 1.1 and also in (12). In fact, all the 4 hypothesis (H1)
- (H4) was used in the proof of Theorem 2.4. The hypothesis (H1) is also used in the proof of Theorem
3.4.
Remark 3.7. [σ symplectic] We have assumed σ to be orthogonal in our results. In the other case,
when σ is (irreducible, self dual and) symplectic, then assuming non-degeneracy of the height pairing,
the equality (−1)sp(E1,σ)−sp(E2,σ) = W (E1/F,σ)W (E2/F,σ) is trivially true, by the following results of Greenberg and
Rohrlich:
[Gre11, Prop. 10.2.3] Let E/Q be good ordinary at p. Assume that the p-adic height pairing on
Sp(E/K)
∨⊗ZpQp is non-degenerate and Sp(E/Kcyc)∨ is a finitely generated torsionΛ = Zp[[Gal(Kcyc/K)]]
module. Let σ be a self-dual, irreducible representation of ∆. Then sp(E, σ) ≡ λE(σ) (mod 2). More-
over, if σ is assumed to be symplectic, then λE(σ) is even.
Under the setting of the above paragraph, when σ is symplectic, by [Roh96, Proposition 2], we get
the global root number W (E/F, σ) = 1. Thus an analogues of Theorem 3.5 is easily obtained.
We now provide a couple of numerical examples as an application of our results.
Example 3.8. Let E1, E2 be the two elliptic curves from LMFDB:
E1 = 11.a2 : y
2 + y = x3 − x2 − 10x − 20,
E2 = 121.c2 : y
2 + xy = x3 + x2 − 2x− 7
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Take p = 3 and k = Q. Note j(E1) = −212.11−5.31. Using SAGE, we check that E1[3] ∼= E2[3] as GQ-
modules. Let ζ19 denote a primitive 19-th roots of unity. Set F := Q(ζ19+ζ
−1
19 ) and letK := F (µ3,m
1/3),
where m is any 3-power free integer. Let σ be an irreducible, self dual, orthogonal representation of
∆ = Gal(K/F ) ∼= D6.
We note that all the conditions of [DD11, Theorem 6.13] are satisfied for (E1, F, σ) and hence by the
same theorem, the p-parity conjecture in (2) holds for the twist of the curve E1/F by σ.
E1 has good reduction at 3 and from LMFDB, a3(fE1) = −1, where fE1 is the newform of weight 2
attached to E1 via modularity. Thus E1 is 3-ordinary. Now Q(µ3)cyc being abelian, S3(E1/Q(µ3)cyc)
∨
is Λ-torsion by results of Kato and also it is known that the µ-invariant of S3(E1/Q(µ3)cyc)
∨ vanishes
and E1[p] is an irreducible GQ(µ3) module (see for example [She16, §3]). Note that [K : Q(µ3)] = 27 is
a power of 3. Then E1[3] is an irreducible GK module. Moreover applying [HM99, Corollary 3.4], we
conclude that the S3(E1/Kcyc)
∨ is torsion and µ-invariant of S3(E1/Kcyc)
∨ also vanishes. Consequently,
S3(E1/Kcyc)[3] is finite and. Then all the conditions of Theorem 3.5 are satisfied and it follows from
Theorem 3.5 that the p-parity conjecture in (2) holds for the twist of E2/F by σ.
Notice that E1 is split multiplicative at 11 but E2 has additive reduction at 11. Then the p-parity
conjecture for the twist of E2/F by σ is not covered by [DD11, Theorem 6.13].
This discussion also shows that the p-parity conjecture holds for any elliptic curves E/F twisted by
σ that satisfies E[3] ∼= E1[3] as GQ-modules.
Example 3.9. Let E1, E2 be the two elliptic curves from LMFDB:
E1 = 56.b2 : y
2 = x3 − x2 − 4,
E2 = 392.c1 : y
2 = x3 − x2 − 16x+ 29.
Take p = 3 and k = Q. Note that j(E1) = −22 · 7−1. Using SAGE, we check that E1[3] ∼= E2[3] as
GQ-modules. Let F,K,∆, σ be as in Example 3.8. As all the conditions of [DD11, Theorem 6.13] are
satisfied for (E1, F, σ), we conclude the p-parity conjecture in (2) holds for the twist of E1/F by σ.
We check from LMFDB that E1 is 3-ordinary. Also, from [DD07, Table B.1] we notice that the
Iwasawa µ-invariant of E1 vanishes over Q(µ3)cyc. The same is also true over Kcyc by [HM99, Corollary
3.4]). Further, from the same table we have E1(Q(µ3))[3] = 0. As [K : Q(µ3)] = 27, we get E1(K)[3] = 0
as well. Then all the conditions of Theorem 3.5 are satisfied and it follows from Theorem 3.5 that the
p-parity conjecture in (2) holds for the twist of E2/F by σ.
In this example, E1 has split multiplicative reduction at 7 but E2 has additive reduction at 7. Then
the p-parity conjecture for the twist of E2/F by σ is not covered by [DD11, Theorem 6.13].
This discussion also shows that the p-parity conjecture holds for any elliptic curves E/F twisted by
σ that satisfies E[3] ∼= E1[3] as GQ-modules.
4. relation with the theory of ‘arithmetic local constants’
Mazur-Rubin have developed the theory of ‘arithmetic local constants’ in [MR07] which has been used
by Nekovár [Ne15]. We explain the relation of our method with the theory of arithmetic local constant.
For simplicity, we consider in this section the special case where F = K and hence σ is trivial. However,
we remark about the general case with σ
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Let E1, E2 be two elliptic curves over a number field F . We say E1[p] ∼= E2[p] as symplectic GF
modules if the GF linear isomorphism E1[p] ∼= E2[p] is compatible with the natural, symplectic Weil
pairing on Ei[p]. Throughout this section, we keep the following hypothesis:
(Syl): E1[p] ∼= E2[p] as symplectic GF modules.
Under the Hypothesis (Syl), using Mazur-Rubin’s theory of arithmetic local constants, Nekovár [Ne15]
has expressed the both (i) the ratio of selmer corank of E1, E2 and (ii) the ratio of the local root numbers
of E1 and E2 at a finite prime v ∤ p of F in terms of the arithmetic local constant d(F1v ,F2v ). To state
his results more precisely, we need the following definitions.
For a finite prime v ∤ p of F , let Iv denote the inertia subgroup of GFv at v. Note that there is a natural
inclusion map from TpEi −→ VpEi := TpEi ⊗ Qp and a natural quotient map TpEi −→ TpEipTpEi ∼= Ei[p].
These map induce corresponding maps on cohomology. Put (see [Ne15, §2])
H1f (TpEi/Fv) := ker
(
H1(Fv, TpEi)→
H1(Fv, VpEi)
H1(GFv/Iv, VpE
Iv
i )
)
and F iv := Image
(
H1f (TpEi/Fv)→ H
1(Fv, Ei[p])
)
.
(35)
Then F iv is a finite dimensional Fp vector space and is a Lagrangian subspace of H1(Fv, E1[p]) ∼=
H1(Fv, E2[p]). For a prime v | p of F , we omit the definition of F iv (see [Ne15, §3.2]). Given any two
Lagrangian subspace F1v ,F2v at a finite prime v of F , define the arithmetic local constant,
d(F1v ,F
2
v ) := dimFp
F1v
F1v ∩ F2v
(mod 2) = dimFp
F2v
F1v ∩ F2v
(mod 2) ∈ Z/2Z (36)
Recall the following exact sequence induced by Kummer theory via the multiplication by p map on Ei:
0 −→
Ei(Fv)
pEi(Fv)
κiv−→ H1(Fv, Ei[p]) −→ H
1(Fv, Ei[p
∞])[p] −→ 0 (37)
For elliptic curves, at v ∤ p, H1(GFv/Iv, VpE
Iv
i ) always vanishes. Using this, it is easy to see that
F iv = Image(κ
i
v) ∼=
Ei(Fv)
pEi(Fv)
. (38)
Assume the condition (Syl) holds. Then the setting of [Ne15, §2.16] applies and we deduce from [Ne15,
Theorem 2.17] that for a finite prime v ∤ p of F ,
W (E1/Fv)
W (E2/Fv)
= (−1)d(F
1
v ,F
2
v). (39)
On the other hand, assume (Syl) and in addition, also assume Ei[p](F ) = 0. Then it follows from
[MR07, Theorem 1.4], [Ne15, Equ. (4.6.2)] that
sp(E1)− sp(E2) =
∑
v|pNF
E1
NF
E2
d(F1v ,F
2
v ) (mod 2). (40)
Remark 4.1. We stress that we do not assume this (Syl) hypothesis in Theorem 3.5. Even if E1 and
E2 are sympletically isomorphic i.e. they satisfy (Syl), the analogue of (39) at a prime v | p of F is not
clear and the situation is more complicated (see [Ne15, §3] and his subsequent works).
When σ is trivial, we denote δEi,v := δEi,v(σ), where δE,v(σ) is defined in §1. In Theorem 3.4, we have
expressed the ratio of local root numbers W (E1/Fv)W (E2/Fv) in terms of δE1,v−δE2,v (mod 2). On the other hand,
Nekovár have expressed (in (39)) the same ratio W (E1/Fv)W (E2/Fv) , v ∤ p in terms of d(F1v ,F2v ). Now we will
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show directly in Proposition 4.3, without invoking any results of Nekovar or of this article, that under
(Syl), at v ∤ p of F , the difference of our local Iwasawa invariant δE1,v− δE2,v = d(F1v ,F2v ) (mod 2). This
‘completes the triangle’ and shows that our methods are compatible with that of Nekovár. However to
prove Proposition 4.3, we first need the following lemma:
Lemma 4.2. Let E be an elliptic curve over F and v be a finite prime of F such that v ∤ p. Then the
natural map E(Fv)pE(Fv) −→
E(Fcyc,v)
pE(Fcyc,v)
is surjective.
Proof. We prove this by considering the reduction type of E at v. If E has good reduction at v ∤ p, then
E[p∞](Fcyc,v) is p-divisible and hence
E(Fcyc,v)
pE(Fcyc,v)
∼= E[p
∞](Fcyc,v)
pE[p∞](Fcyc,v)
= 0 and we get the required surjectivity
trivially. Next, if E has additive reduction at v with p ≥ 5, then consider Fv(µp), an unramified extension
of Fv. Then E continues to be additive over Fv(µp) and by [HM99, Prop. 5.1(iii)], E[p
∞](Fv(µp∞)) = 0
and hence E[p∞](Fcyc,v) = 0. On the other hand, if µp ⊂ Fv and E has non-split multiplicative reduction
at v, then p being odd, E continues to have non-split multiplicative reduction over Fcyc,v and again by
[HM99, Prop. 5.1(iii)], we get E[p∞](Fcyc,v) = 0.
Let Fv = Fv0 ⊂ Fvn ... ⊂ Fcyc,w be the layers of the (unramified) cyclotomic Zp extension of F with
Gal(Fvn/Fv)
∼= Z/pnZ. To deal with the remaining cases, we make a couple of observations, to be used.
First, as
E(Fcyc,v)
pE(Fcyc,v)
is finite, the natural map from
E(Fvn )
pE(Fvn )
−→ E(Fcyc,v)pE(Fcyc,v) is surjective for some sufficiently
large n. Thus the required surjectivity in the lemma will follow if we show the surjectivity of E(Fv)pE(Fv)
bE−→
E(Fvn )
pE(Fvn )
for any n. Secondly, via a diagram chase using the multiplication by pmap, respectively on E(Fv)
and E(Fvn), we observe that the map bE is surjective if and only if dimFp E[p](Fv) = dimFp E[p](Fvn).
In particular, if E[p](Fv) = 0 then by Nakayama’s Lemma, E[p](Fvn) = 0 as well. Thus we only need to
consider the cases when E[p](Fv) 6= 0.
If E has additive reduction over Fv then E[p](Fv) 6= 0 can happen only when p = 3. So we consider
p = 3 and E has additive reduction at v. Then recall E attains good reduction over Fv(E[3]) [ST68,
Corollaries 2(b) & 3]. Hence using Fvn/Fv is unramified, we conclude that dimFp E[p](L) = 2 is not
possible for L ∈ {Fv, Fvn}. Hence if dimFp E[p](Fv) = 1 then dimFp E[p](Fvn) = 1 as well.
Next, we assume that µp 6⊂ Fv and E has split (respectively non-split) reduction at v. Then recall
from §1, the diagonal entries of ρE |GFv are {ωv, 1} (respectively {ωvκv,κv}; where κv is a unramified
quadratic character). Keeping in mind that Fvn/Fv is a p-power extension, χ |GFv= 1 ⇔ χ |GFvn = 1,
where χ represents any of the above diagonal characters. Thus we see, dimFp E[p](Fvn) ≤ 1 and it is
the same as dimFp E[p](Fv).
Finally, we consider the case where µp ⊂ Fv and E is split-multiplicative at v. Recall (§1), ρE |GFv∼(
1 ∗
0 1
)
. If ∗ 6= 0 for ρE |GFv but ∗ becomes 0 for ρE |GFvn then some p-power root of the Tate parameter
q ([HM99, Prop 5.1(ii)]) does not belong to Fv but it is in Fvn . However, then Fvn/Fv will be a ramified
Kummer extension, which is a contradiction. Thus ∗ 6= 0 over Fv if and only if ∗ 6= 0 over Fvn . Hence if
dimFp E[p](Fv) = 1 (when ∗ 6= 0), then dimFp E[p](Fvn) = 1 also. Similarly, when the former rank is 2
(when ∗ = 0) then latter rank is 2 as well. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Proposition 4.3. Assume the hypothesis (Syl) stated in this section. Then for a finite prime v ∤ p of
F ,
δE1,v − δE2,v = d(F
1
v ,F
2
v ) (mod 2). (41)
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Proof. We identify the isomorphic GF modules E1[p] and E2[p] in this proposition and denote both
of them as E[p] in this proof. Recall the unramified cohomology Funv := H1(GFv/Iv, (E[p])Iv ) is a
Lagrangian subspaces of H1(GFv , E[p]) [Ne15, §2]. Then further recall, by a result of Klagsbrun-Mazur-
Rubin (see [Ne15, Prop. 2.9]),
d(F1v ,F
2
v ) = d(F
un
v ,F
1
v )− d(F
un
v ,F
2
v ) = dimFp
F1v
Funv ∩ F1v
− dimFp
F2v
Funv ∩ F2v
(mod 2). (42)
We choose a fix a prime w in Fcyc dividing the prime v in F . As our calculations below does not depend
on the choice of w above v, by abuse of notation, we will denote Fcyc,w by Fcyc,v. By Kummer theory,
we have an exact sequence
0 −→
Ei(Fcyc,v)
pEi(Fcyc,v)
κicyc,v
−→ H1(Fcyc,v, Ei[p]) −→ H
1(Fcyc,v, Ei[p
∞])[p] −→ 0 (43)
Further, by well known results of Greenberg (cf. [Gre11]), H1(Fcyc,v, Ei[p]) is finite and as v ∤ p,
δEi,v = sv×dimFp H1(Fcyc,v, Ei[p∞])[p], where sv is the number of primes above v in Fcyc (see discussion
above (14)). Thus, it is immediate that
δE1,v − δE2,v = dimFp
E1(Fcyc,v)
pE1(Fcyc,v)
− dimFp
E2(Fcyc,v)
pE2(Fcyc,v)
(mod 2). (44)
Now we have the commutative diagram:
0−→ Ei(Fv)
pEi(Fv)
κiv−→ H1(Fv, E[p]) −→ H
1(Fv, Ei[p
∞])[p] −→ 0yfi ygi yhi
0−→
Ei(Fcyc,v)
pEi(Fcyc,v)
κicyc,v
−→ H1(Fcyc,v, E[p])−→H
1(Fcyc,v, Ei[p
∞])[p] −→ 0.
(45)
By Lemma 4.2, fi is surjective in (45), for i = 1, 2. So we deduce from (44), δE1,v − δE2,v =
dimFp Img(f1)− dimFp Img(f2) (mod 2). Moreover, using (38), we can express
δE1,v − δE2,v = dimFp F
1
v − dimFp F
2
v −
(
dimFp ker(f1)− dimFp ker(f1)
)
(mod 2). (46)
Further, we have Gal(F unrv /Fcyc,v)
∼= ∏
ℓ 6=p
Zℓ. Hence we deduce that the natural restriction map from
H1(Fcyc,v, E[p])→ H1(Iv, E[p]) is injective. Consequently, the kernel of gi is Funv . Now, notice that
dimFp ker(fi) = dimFp κ
i
v
(
ker(fi)
)
= dimFp
(
ker(gi) ∩ Img(κ
i
v)
)
= dimFp
(
Funv ∩ F
i
v
)
. (47)
Applying (46) and (47) in the expression of d(F1v ,F2v ) in (42), it is immediate that
δE1,v − δE2,v = d(F1v ,F2v ) (mod 2).
This completes the proof of the proposition. 
Remark 4.4. In the general case, when F 6= K and σ non-trivial, irreducible, self dual representation
of Gal(K/F ), then note that if (Syl) is satisfied i.e. E1[p] ∼= E2[p] as symplectic GF -modules, then
E1[p] ⊗ σ˜ ∼= E2[p] ⊗ σ˜ also symplectically as GF -modules. Thus in a similar way to Proposition 4.3,
δE1,v(σ) − δE2,v(σ) (mod 2) can be expressed in terms of arithmetic local constants.
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